Project Title: Publications

Description of the project including the project's goal * (no more than 200 words)

Publication of books:
- "Vous avez dit cancer? Des causes environnementales à la prévention" ("Would you say “cancer”? From environmental causes to prevention") on April 2010, was published by our association in order to give a voice to experts, scientists, and doctors about the link between environment and health.
- "Moment d'agir, un appel de la jeunesse" (“Time for action, a call of the youth”) on October 2012. Indeed, twenty years after the Rio de Janeiro ministry meeting about sustainable development (1992), we have noticed that the environmental diseases, especially for young people, are increasing. Our purpose was to show that these issues are not always difficult to deal with, because a lot of solutions exist. This book describes solutions we like in different fields of society (health, environment, economy, food, agriculture, industry, globalization).

Please list the project’s objectives that were designed to reach the goal. Then describe the project's activities and achievements, including any changes that were made in your local community or nationally (with any existing indicators)?

Objectives:
- "Moment d’agir, un appel de la jeunesse": spread an optimistic view for the future, by proposing concrete initiatives and alternatives in domains such as agriculture, energy, tax system, economy, entrepreneurship and environmental health.
  Our purpose is to give hope to youth people who are, like us, outraged by this world!

Achievement:
We sold hundreds of books until now, everywhere in France.

Please describe how young people were involved. For example, in your description include whether the project was inspired by young people or others; was the project’s planning and implementation youth-led? What did young people do? How were young
people recruited? Was the project an element in ongoing youth participation activities? Please include any relevant indicators.

The books were both coordinated by the founder of the association, Martin Rieuxsec. The second one was exclusively written and illustrated by 5 young people (under 30) from I’ “Appel de la Jeunesse” (“Youth Call”).

Describe the project funding. In your answer include how much was needed, where it came from and how it was acquired? Who was responsible for raising the funds and for giving it out? Did the funder require a project report? If so please send it.

All of our contributors were volunteers, we did not pay them. All income from the sales of the book that would be earned by the authors is donated to the Appel de la Jeunesse.

Many countries have a national agenda for environment and/or health. What (if any) were the project’s connections to national or international environment processes (e.g. strategies, programs, etc)? Please explain either if yes or if no.

No special connection for this projetec, except that for the second book, we send some of the book to french politics leaders (François Hollande, Delphine Batho, etc.)

What (if any) were the project’s connections to national or international health processes (e.g. strategies, programs, etc)? Please explain either if yes or if no.

No

Please describe if the project is complete or ongoing. Describe what follow up is planned, how the outcomes will be or have been publicized and what plans (if any) there are for the project’s outcomes to lead into more activities?

Complete except that we are still promoting and selling the two books. Follow up: other books ??

- * A project should have one overarching goal which will be achieved through a range of objectives